
Associate Meat Wrapper

ROBERT SMITH

Phone: (123) 456 78 99 
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website: www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn:

linkedin.com/qwikresume
Address: 1737 Marshville Road,

Alabama.

Objective

Highly qualified Meat Wrapper with experience in the industry. Enjoy creative problem solving and 
getting exposure on multiple projects, and excel in the collaborative environment.

Skills

Gear cutter, lathes and milling machines, boring mills and machining centers. 

Work Experience

Associate Meat Wrapper
ABC Corporation  March 1992 – July 1999 
 Set up tables and required equipment we use every day. identify, poly wrap, paper wrap, label

and put into the designated tray for customers.
 Cut, trim, wrap, and price meat, make gourmet items at the end of the day sanitize and clean 

the area we used.
 Able to identify some cuts of meat and learned more about the cooking and quality of meat 

for several different animals.
 Learned to use a labeler, and how to properly sanitize.
 Prepare and place meat cuts and products in display counter, so they will appear attractive 

and catch the shoppers eye.
 Prepare special cuts of meat ordered by customers. Total sales, and collect money from 

customers.
 Patience with customers and managers, able to not feel stressed, work faster and more 

efficient.

Meat Wrapper
ABC Corporation  1988 – 1992 
 Customer service, taking phone orders, helping customers with special orders, filling them.
 Keeping the case full.
 Wrapping meat.
 I have a good listening skill when it comes to the customers.
 Skills Used Customer service, satisfaction towards the customer.
 Am very dependable.
 Work well with a team or alone..

Education

- 2010(Roland-Story High School - Story City, IA)
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